Tricks you may missed for the highlight option
In this infographic we are demonstrating how you can use the highlight option depending
on your use case:



Use case 1: Make a glossary global


Use case 2: Include terms of a glossary within another space


Use case 3: Exclude terms of a glossary from another space
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25 Expert Cold-Calling Tips

If you feel overwhelmed by cold calls, you’re not alone.



No two calls are the same, which makes the experience
exciting and, at times, frightening.



This is exactly why we’ve gathered 25 research-backed
and easy-to-implement cold-calling tips to help you every
step of the way.



These tips cover four main areas of cold-calling for
salespeople: preparation and prospecting, the best time to
make your cold calls, turning your calls into meetings, and
sales techniques to follow when you’re on the call.



Our 5 Favorite Cold Calling Tips

1. Research, Research, Research

2. Let Rejection Motivate You

3. Know the Best Times to Make Cold Calls

4. Use Trigger Events

5. Keep it Positive
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Developments in Return on Investment (ROI)

Tips for increasing organic growth with content
marketing
1/ Write to Your Buyer Personas :



Recently, certain investors and businesses have taken an
interest in the development of a new form of the ROI metric,
called "social return on investment," or SROI. SROI was
initially developed in the late 1990s and takes into account
broader impacts of projects using extra-financial value (i.e.,
social and environmental metrics not currently reflected in
conventional financial accounts);



SROI helps understand the value proposition of certain
environmental social and governance (ESG) criteria used in
socially responsible investing (SRI) practices. For instance, a
company may decide to recycle water in its factories and
replace its lighting with all LED bulbs. These undertakings
have an immediate cost that may negatively impact
traditional ROI—however, the net benefit to society and the
environment could lead to a positive SROI.



There are several other new flavors of ROI that have been
developed for particular purposes. Social media statistics
ROI pinpoints the effectiveness of social media campaigns—
for example how many clicks or likes are generated for a unit
of effort. Similarly, marketing statistics ROI tries to identify the
return attributable to advertising or marketing campaigns.




If you want content to connect with readers, craft pieces to fit
the people that matter most to your business: your buyer
personas. First, develop buyer personas. Next, cater your
content to them. Your content should be about topics that
your target audience cares about. 


2/ Research and Use Organic Search Keywords :


Keywords should be the backbone of your content marketing

strategy. With a little research, you can dig up the keywords
your potential customers care about. 

Begin by using a keyword tool to find terms that your buyer
personas are searching. You’ll want to identify long tail
keywords that have high search volume but aren’t too
difficult to rank for, as opposed to single keywords.


3/ Build Meaningful Content :


Keywords are an important part of boosting organic traffic,

but if you want content to rank well, it needs to be valuable. If
organic keywords are the backbone, the content around
them need to form the body of an elite athlete.



Why? Because Google’s algorithms don’t just scan the web ..
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Use case 2 & 3: 

Include terms of a glossary within another space &

Exclude terms of a glossary from another space
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25 Expert Cold-Calling Tips
If you feel overwhelmed by cold calls, you’re not alone.




No two calls are the same, which makes the experience
exciting and, at times, frightening.



This is exactly why we’ve gathered 25 research-backed

and easy-to-implement cold-calling tips to help you every
step of the way.





These tips cover four main areas of cold-calling for
salespeople: preparation and prospecting, the best time to
make your cold calls, turning your calls into meetings, and
sales techniques to follow when you’re on the call.





Our 5 Favorite Cold Calling Tips

1. Research, Research, Research

2. Let Rejection Motivate You

3. Know the Best Times to Make Cold Calls

4. Use Trigger Events

5. Keep it Positive
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Tips for increasing organic growth with content
marketing
1/ Write to Your Buyer Personas :


If you want content to connect with readers, craft pieces to fit
the people that matter most to your business: your buyer
personas. First, develop buyer personas. Next, cater your
content to them. Your content should be about topics that
your target audience cares about. 
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2/ Research and Use Organic Search Keywords :



Keywords should be the backbone of your content marketing
strategy. With a little research, you can dig up the keywords

your potential customers care about. 

Begin by using a keyword tool to find terms that your buyer
personas are searching. You’ll want to identify long tail
keywords that have high search volume but aren’t too
difficult to rank for, as opposed to single keywords.



3/ Build Meaningful Content :


Keywords are an important part of boosting organic traffic,
but if you want content to rank well, it needs to be valuable. If
organic keywords are the backbone, the content around
them need to form the body of an elite athlete.



Why? Because Google’s algorithms don’t just scan the web ..  
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